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It is shown that an operator L with the canonical form L = 0:“” + a(~, DJ 
is locally solvable if and only if a(t, D,) satisfies a Nirenberg-Treves-type 
condition. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this paper is to prove the necessity and partial sufficiency of a 
Nirenberg-Treves-type condition for the local solvability of an operator L with 
the canonical form 
L = D:“+l + a(& x, D,) 
where a(t, x, 0,) is a first order pseudo-differential operator in the x-variable. 
A standard argument will be used to show that the operator L is not solvable at 
the origin if there exists .$, E RN such that 
and 
Im o(a)(t, 0, &,) has an odd order zero at t = 0, 
Re 44(0,0, EJ # 0. 
U-1) 
(1.2) 
As for sufficiency, we shall limit ourselves to the simplier case where a(a)(t, x, 5) 
is independent of x. Under this assumption we shall show that L is solvable at 
the origin if 
the sign of Im a(a)(t, 5) depends only upon .$, (l-3) 
and either 
Im o(a)(O, 5) = 0 and 
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or there exist finitely many open subsets U, ,..., U, of the ball [ .$ / = 1 with the 
property that 
(i) Re o(a)(O, 5) # 0 on each Vi 
and 
(ii) Im u(a)(O, 5) f 0 on (fit1 U,“). 
When p = 0 (L is of principal type) the necessity and sufficiency of similar 
conditions were shown by Nirenberg and Treves [5, 6, 71 for operators with 
analytic coefficients, and then extended to operators with Cm coefficients by 
Beals and Fefferman [I, 21. Recently A. Menikoff [4] and the author [9] have 
separately investigated the necessity and sufficiency of the conditions used here 
for operators L of the form L = Dt2 + a(t, x, 0,). 
The next section will be devoted to the sufficiency question. The local solva- 
bility of the operator L = Di”+l + a(t, Dz) will be obtained by factoring L 
into the product 
[Dt + a(t, D,J1’“] [z (- 1)’ a(t, D,)i’” D:p-i] 
j=O 
(K = 2p + l), and th en noting that since the second term in the above factoriza- 
tion is “elliptic” in the Dt and (a(t, D,))l/k terms, the local solvability of L will 
be a consequence of the local solvability of the operator D, + (a(t, Dz))llk. The 
L, inequality used to show the local solvability of this operator will be shown 
by using a slight variation of an argument of Nirenberg and Treves. This 
section will then close with a discussion of how these results might be extended 
to the case where u(a) is not independent of X. 
The following section will be devoted to extending our sufficiency results to 
those operators P(t, Dt , DJ for which L is the canonical model. Namely, we 
shall show that if P is essentially of the form 
p z pz,“” +R,oPz+... + G-1 0 Pm + R,, 
( “0” and the exponents denoting composition of operators), with Pm an mth 
order partial differential operator of principal type with leading coefficients 
real-valued, then P is locally solvable if 
Im(u(R,,)) does not change sign along any null-bicharacteristic strip of u(Pm) 
(1.7) 
and 
Im(u(R,,)) = 0 and u(P,) = 0 imply that Re(u(R,,)) # 0. (1.8) 
Prior to our proof, the form (1.6) for P will be restated in such a manner that the 
invariance of conditions (1.7) and (1.8) un d er changes of coordinates is obvious. 
The final section will consist of a sketch of a proof that the obvious generalizations 
of conditions (1.1) and (1.2) imply that P is not locally solvable. 
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2. SUFFICIENCY FOR L IN CANONICAL FORM 
In this section we shall show that if L is in canonical form; that is, 
L = of”+1 + a(t, D,), 
then the equation Lu = f E Com(i2) h as solutions in some neighborhood Q of 
the origin if conditions (1.3) and either (1.4) or (1.5) are satisfied. We begin 
with the case where Im a(a)(O, t) = 0. It follows that the operator L has the 
representation 
L = (Dt + u(t, D,)llk) g (-1)’ a(t, D,)i’” Dip-j 
i 
+ T (2.1) 
j=O 
with 
(2.2) (i) k = 2p + 1, 
(ii) a(t, D,)‘/“~ = p(u(a)(t, [)‘/“e) (by u(a)(t, [)1/k we mean the 
branch of the kth root with the property that a(u)(O, 5)1/k is real), and 
(iii) T an operator of order 2p in the terms Dt and 1 D, II/k. Note 
now that it follows from (1.4) that the symbol E(t, 7, E) = ~~~, (- l)b(u)(t, f))ii” 
+-j satisfies the elliptic inequality 
is a neighborhood of t = 0. Consequently, there exists a neighborhood Q of the 
origin and a constant C > 0 such that the corresponding operator E satisfies the 
inequality 
II EP II4 > C W:” + I D, 12s’k)v IIL, (2.3) 
for all y E C,,m(sZ). An L, estimate for the first factor in (2.1) is given in the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. For every E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that for all smooth 
(int)~(t,x)withmpportin((t,x): 4 <t < 6, --co <xi < 00,i = 1,2 ,..., N} 
and x-derivatives up to order l/k in L2(RN), we have the estimate 
1 
Proof. Let u(u)(t, t)l/” = a(t, 6) + i/3(t, 6) with LY. and /3 real-valued. Since 
the sign of /3(t, 6) is independent of t, we can define a projection operator P 
in L, of the x-variable by 
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Consider now the bilinear form 
s e-Tt 2 Re (2.5) 
We note that since 
I e-*t2Re($&)dtdx 
=7 s e-Tt 1 Pp I2 dt dx 
and 
f 
e-Tt 2 Re[(ioL(t, L&) - jt(s(t, D,))(p &] dr dx 
=- 
s (f:BkKO) 
e+ 2/l(t, f) I$] d[ dt > 0 
we have the estimate 
s e-Tt 2 Re 
>T s e-Tt 1 Pv I2 dt dx. 
The Cauchy-Schwartz inequality now implies the estimate 
By replacing 7 by --7 and P by Q = I - P in (2.5), a similar argument leads 
to the estimate 
II QPt + 4 &Y% IL, Z w2T8 II Qv II& . (2.7) 
By squaring both sides of (2.6) and (2.7), setting 8 = 7-l, and letting 7 + +co, 
the desired estimate follows. 
Estimates (2.3) and (2.4), when combined with the factorization of L given 
in (2.1) and (ii) of (2.3), imply the estimate 
II LP, II4 Z ; IlPt”” + I D, 12”(2D+1))p, IL, . P-8) 
We consider now the case where (1.5) holds: namely, we assume that there 
exist finitely many open subsets U, ,..., U, of the ball I e I = 1 with the property 
Re u(a)(O, 5) # 0 on each Vi (2.9) 
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and 
(2.10) 
Let U,,, 1 (ntl> UP> b e an open subset of the ball 1 k j = 1 with the property 
that Im o(u)(O, 5) # 0 on U,,, . Then let Q~(.$) be a smooth partition of unity 
subordinate to the above covering and extend each qi(E) to a function homo- 
geneous of degree zero on RN. The qi(tf) ‘s are now symbols for zeroth order 
pseudo-differential operators which satisfy the equation 
s+1 
,r; !I@) = I. 
The operator L can be re-written in the form 
s+1 
L = 1 (of”+1 + 44 a)) PmJ~ 
i-l 
It is a consequence of (2.9) and (2.10) that by adding a term J of order --co 
we may assume that 
s+1 
L = 1 (Dy+l + 44 a>> !mJ + J 
h=l 
with 
4%)Ct, 8 = u(a)(t, f) 
on the support of qj , 
Re 44(0, t) f 0 for ,$ E RN N {0}, j = 1, 2 ,...) S, (2.12) 
and 
Im 4~+d(O, 5) # 0 for E E RN - {O}. 
Note that (2.12) and (2.13) enables us to choose a branch u(u,)(t, [)lik of the 
kth root of u(u)(t, S) which is globally defined and satisfies Re a(uJ(O, 5)1/k # 0 
forj = 1, 2,..., s and Im u(u,+~)(O, [)l/” # 0. Then, as before, we consider the 
factorization 
Dy + uj(t, D,) = (Dt + uj(t, D,)l’“) z (-l)i D2’%&, D,)“‘” 
( 1 
+ T. 
i=O 
The argument given in Lemma 2.1 applies to the first term on the righthand 
side of the above factorization so that estimate (2.4) holds for the operator 
D, + a,(& Ds)llk. Also, since the polynomial E(T, 5) = ~~~, (-l)“&‘-“p 
satisfies the inequality 
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not only for (T, .$) E R2, but also for (T, [) E R x C, it follows from (2.12) 
and (2.13) that there exists a neigyborhood Q of the origin such that the operator 
Ei = E(D, , a,(t, D,J1ik) satisfies the L, inequality 
II 4~ IL, 3 C IIP? + I Dz 12D’(2D+1))v llr, (2.14) 
for all v E C&Q). Estimates (2.4) and (2.14) now imply the validity of (2.8) 
in the case where Im u(a)(O, 6) &’ 0 on the ball 1 5 I = 1. 
We note that (2.8) can of course be used to prove a local L, existence theorem 
for the equation L*u = f, where L* is the formal adjoint of L, which is of the 
same form as L. A Sobolev norm estimate similar to (2.8) which can be used 
to prove the existence of smooth solutions u when f is smooth will be developed 
in the next section. 
Finally, we consider what might be done to prove an estimate similar to (2.8) 
for the more general operator 
L = D;"+l + a(t, x, D,). 
A,factorization similar to (2.1) could be performed and an estimate similar to 
(2.14) would also hold. The difficulty lies in obtaining an estimate similar to (2.4) 
for an operator of the form 
Q + 44 x, D,) + 8@, x, D,) 
where 01 and /I are self-adjoint pseudo-differential operators of order 1/(2p + I), 
with o(jg)(t, x, .$) having constant sign when considered as a function of t. One 
is tempted to use the factorization of Beals and Fefferman [2] which implies 
that /3 = @(t)G + J, with @(t) non-negative, self-adjoint, and bounded, G 
self-adjoint and J bounded. One would then proceed as in Lemma 2.1 (or 
Theorem 3.1 of [6]) with P equal to the projection operator corresponding to 
the non-negative part of the spectrum of G. However, to successfully complete 
the proof one would need that [a, P] was bounded. Whether or not this is so 
is by no means clear to the author. 
3. SUFFICIENCY FOR THE MORE GENERAL OPERATOR P 
In this section we shall consider a partial differential operator P(t, D, , D,) 
in the independent variables t and x with coefficients depending only on t. 
We make the assumption that 
4P)(t, 7, f) = @m)(t, 7, Q2p+l 
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with P,(t, D, , DJ an operator of order m of principal type with real coefficients 
in its leading terms. Consider next the operator 
F(,,,l),-, = P - Pz+l 
with the exponent for Pm denoting composition of operators. We now assume 
that 
&zdm--l)(~, 7, 0 = Rl(h 7, 6) uPm>(4 7, VP (3.1) 
where R,(t, r, 5) is a symbol of order m - 1, and we define ~t2y+l)m--2 by 
An assumption similar to (3.1) is made for a(P”(29+l)m--2), and we continue in the 
obvious manner until we reach the symbol a(pJ(t, r, 5). We now state our 
sufficiency assumptions: 
Im o(pi) has constant sign along any null bicharacteristic strip of u(Pm) (3.2) 
and 
u(Pm) = 0 and Im u(~J = 0 implies that Re o(li) # 0. (3.3) 
We note that it is a consequence of the invariance of the principal symbol of a 
differential operator and the corresponding Hamiltonian that conditions (3.2) 
and (3.3) are also invariant. 
Suppose now that the operator P can be expressed in the form 
p = Df”+l o Ez_:’ (4 Dt > 4 + 4 DA (3.4) 
with Emp1 an elliptic operator of order m - 1 and a(t, D,) an operator of order 
(29 + l)(m - 1) + 1. Then since Emml is elliptic it has an inverse E& in the 
algebra of pseudo-differential operators, and we consider now the operator 
p o E-(2”+1) = DzD+l 
Wll t + a(t, 0,) 0 E;%+l. (3.5) 
By the mean value theorem we see that 
o(a 0 E$!f’“‘l’)(t, T, f) = u(a 0 E$F+“)(t, 0, 5) + b(t, T, & 
with b(t, T, 6) a zeroth order symbol. Hence, Eq. (3.5) can be rewritten as 
p o E-(2%-+1) = D;P+l 
ml + d(t, 4) + 4 Dt , D,) D, (3.6) 
with 
u(d)(t, [) = (a 0 E;;;il;“+l’)(t, 0, 5) = u(a)@, 0, 6) u(Ej$‘+“)(t, 0, 0. 
It is a consequence of (3.2), (3.3), and the Appendix of [6] that a(d)(t, .$ satisfies 
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condition (1.3). Also, we note that if u(ii)(O, 5‘) does not satisfy (1.4), then it is 
a consequence of (3.3), and the compactness of the zero set of Im a(d)(O, 5) on 
the ball / f / = 1, that (1 S) is satisfied. Hence, we can apply the results of 
Section 2 and conclude the following: 
LEMMA 3.1. For every e > 0 there exists a neigitborhood l2 = O(e) of the 
origin such that for all q~ E C,*(Q) 
11 P 0 E1;!Y;+l)V jjLz 2 f ll(D;” + I D, 129’(2p+1))p) Ilk . (3.7) 
We next note that there is a microlocal version of inequality (3.7). As before 
we consider an operator P of the form (3.6) with E,,,-l(t, T, 5) now assumed to be 
elliptic only at T = 0; that is, Em-,(t, 0, f) # 0 for all 6 E RN N {O}. Let 
q(~, [) be the symbol for a pseudo-differential operator with support in some 
conical neighborhood of T = 0 on which Emel is elliptic. Using standard argu- 
ments we can deduce that for every E > 0 and real number s there exists a 
neighborhood Q = Q(E, s) and a constant C = C(E, s) such that for all v E C,,m(Q). 
//POE;-, (29+1)w II,, + C II v I/s 3 f ll(@” + I D, 129’(29+1)) ~ 10 (3.8) 
We consider now the general case where P is not of the form given in (3.4), 
but rather in the form given in (1.7); that is, 
P=P~+1+R,oP~+...+R2,_,oP,+R,,. (3.9) 
We may assume that the principal symbol of Pm is given by the product 
For each k, the operator P can be re-written in the form 
P = (Dt - ~(t, DZ))29+1 0 Ez--:’ + B, 0 (Dt - q&, D,))2” 
+ .a. + B,,4 0 (Dt - T&, D,)) + 4, 4, D,). 
It follows from the principal-type assumption on P,,, that the operator E,,,-, is 
elliptic in a conical neighborhood of the curve 7 = rR(t, I). Hence, in such a 
neighborhood of this curve, we can consider the operator 
P o E--(2P*1) = ml ( D, - Qt, D,))2”+1 + b, 0 (DE - Tb(t, D,)) 
+ ... + bzpwl 0 (Dt - 44 Dt)) + 46 Dt , D,) (3.10) 
where the &‘s are now zeroth order operators, and the operator a is first order. 
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The canonical change of coordinates coordinates correponding to the Hamilton- 
Jacobi equations 
dx 
z= -v&t’ 5) 
dcc 0 -= 
at 
will now reduce the operator to the form 
p o E-(2D-d = D8’fl 
ml t + b,Dt + *** + &,,Dt + 4t, Dt , Do). 
Actually, as was shown by Nirenberg and Treves [6], each of the D, factors 
is unitarily similar, via a Fourier integral operator, to the operator D, - nJt, 03, 
with the operator A similar, modulo bounded operators, to the operator a in 
(3.10). The microlocal inequality (3.8) can now be applied to PO E;Ff+l’, 
and when we revert to the original coordinates we obtain the inequality 
(i p o 0(29+1) m-1 qv II + C II VJ lls 3 f Wt - Tk(t, D,N2 + I D, 129’(2p+1)l w IL,.
(3.11) 
Consider now the commutator [P, Q] where Q is a pseudo-differential operator 
of order q. Arguments used by the author in [8] will show that 
[P, Q] = A, . (Dt - T$P + A, . (Dt - T~)~P-~ 
+ .a. + A,,-, * (Dt - 4 + 4, (3.12) 
with each A, an operator of order 2pm + q. Suppose now that the first I roots 
T1 ,..., Tz Of the polynomial p&t, T, 5) are real-valued with the remaining m - I 
roots purely imaginary. Let ql(T, t),..., ql+l(r, 6) be a smooth partition of unity 
on the ball T2 + 1 [ I2 = 1 with the property that (Ti(t, .$), f) E supp qj for 
tE(-1, l), j = 1, 2 ,..., 1. We extend each qj to all of RN-l as a function homo- 
geneous of degree p, so that each qi is now the symbol for a pseudo-differential 
operator of order 12, with CiLt qj(Dt , 0,) an elliptic operator of order CL. For each 
TV E R, we define the 111 . \llp+, norm by the equation 
Ill v lllf+,, = f: IlWt - Tdt, Dd2’ + I D, lsp’(2a+1)l $9 II,’ + II !?z+lv II;, 3 
k==l 
with v E Corn. We note that for every s E R there will exist constants C, and C, 
such that 
for v E C,“. The ellipticity of Pm on the support of qln , (3.1 l), (3.12), and stan- 
dard arguments (see [8]) lead to the following result. 
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LEMMA 3.2. For eoery E > 0 and s E R there exists a constant C = C(E, s) 
and a neighborhood Q = Q(E, s) of th e ori g in such that for all q~ E C,,m(S2) 
We next define @&+,(Q) to be the completion of Csm(Q) with respect to the 
norm (111 ‘pIll$+U + /I q~ 11~)1/2 where s is a real number less than p. SKY-, 
will be the completion of Cam(Q) under the norm 
A standard application of the Hahn-Banach theorem and Rellich’s lemma (see [8] 
or [6]) now leads to an existence theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. For every real number p there exists a neighborhood D of the 
origin such that for allf E sQ-~(SZ) there exists u E A@(RN)-,+(2D+l~(m-1~ such that 
in L?. 
P#u =f 
Since, as previously noted, P is of the same form as P#, the above result is 
also an existence theorem for P. 
4. NECESSITY 
In this section we shall describe the modifications of arguments previously 
used by the author [8, 93 and others [3, 51 which are needed to show that if P is 
the operator described in the beginning of the previous section, then P is not 
locally solvable if 
Im u(I’,) has an odd order zero along some null-bicharacteristic 
strip of a(P,), with Re I # 0 at this zero. (4.1) 
In fact, a little bit more will be shown. Namely, the coefficients of P will be 
allowed to depend not just upon t but x also. With this in mind we shall no 
longer distinguish one variable as t. 
We may assume that Im(pr) has its odd order zero along a null-bicharacteristic 
strip through (0, &,)(~a E RN - (0)). The proof that (4.1) implies that the 
operator P is not solvable at the origin can then be reduced to the proof that for 
every positive integer k and neighborhood U of the origin there exist U, 4 E Cm(U), 
and finitely many functions pU E Cam(U) such that with 
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and with a suitable constant C > 0, we have 
,zk sup I Daf’v, I < CA-“. (4.2) 
We choose u(x) to be a real-valued solution in some neighborhood of the origin 
of the characteristic equation 
satisfying the conditions 
We note that 
WO) = 50 9 u(0) = 0. 
with 
pv 
A 
= ~(69+3)h-l)+(2~+1) 2 a,~-u 
, 
a, = 5 a(Pmfk) (x, Vu(x)) $)2p+1 + a(&)(x, Vu(x)) qzJo (4.3) 
k=l k 
(a(Pk>(k’(x, 5) = (+%k) @,n)(? 6)). Th e crucial step now consists of showing 
that for every positive integer s there exists 4(x) such that 
44 = w x I”) 
Since (r(1”r)(O, E) # 0, by (4.3) this is equivalent to finding a solution # of 
5 @J(k) (x9 VW> $ = (-&)(x, v*(x)))1’(2~+1) + O(l x I”) 
k=l 
From here on one proceeds exactly as in [8]. 
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